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Sananda
"You are the shepherd of love of this universe!"
(Eden on Earth)
I am with you. My love is surrounding you. My love shines in each of your hearts. I am the
shepherd of peace, the shepherd of love for this planet. I am Sananda.
Breathe! Breathe this moment of eternity with me. Breathe this life in you, around you, this life
one with the essence of my love.
I offer a flower to each of you, the flower of eternal love that I placed in your heart during the
night while we were all gathered at the table of the real, eternal, infinite love of the source.
I invite you today to become the 'shepherd' of your own life, of this universe within you. The
shepherd who cares, who is attentive, who loves! The shepherd who thinks ahead! The shepherd
who is attentive to each of his sheep. These sheep being each of your thoughts, each of your
emotions, each of your gestures, each of these words you speak. You are the shepherd! The love
shepherd of this universe for which you are responsible in this dimension.
What does it take to be a good shepherd? It takes a lot of love, a lot of patience, a lot of faith and
a specific goal. A goal for which you live. The goal of walking toward unity, bringing everything
back to your heart. Bring back to your heart each of these thoughts to change its color, its
frequency. Bring back each of these energies / emotions to change its frequency again in this
heart. And why to this heart inside of you, my children? This heart is related to the great life. This
heart is the cradle of your rebirth, of your essence, of the quintessence that you have, in reality
been for all eternity.
Thus, great is your mission to be this attentive shepherd who loves with unconditional love, a
love that goes beyond forgiveness; a love that understands, that welcomes without judging,
without comparing. That welcomes all these thoughts, these energies inside you with a loving
gaze, a perception associated to the infinite, connected to the consciousness one of the great life
that is in this dimension. This heart inside of you represents a temple.
From today onward, I invite you to consider this heart in you as the temple of your rebirth to the
one you have actually been for all eternity; because in truth this temple is related to the frequency
of my heart, the frequencies of life, the frequencies of the consciousness One in all creation.
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So today you become the shepherd of your universe, the energy / consciousness that populate
your Universe. I invite you to become more than this shepherd. I invite you to install in your
houses the temple of the rebirth of love, the temple of purity, the temple of the great life so that
your homes become places where the souls inhabiting with you feel the energy of love that is
being anchored on this planet right now.
I invite you to be the shepherd of this temple of rebirth first in your heart then in your houses,
looking at each of the souls with whom you live, who come to visit you; looking at them like
precious sheep, precious hearts, hearts where consciousness awakens, grows up. For, in reality,
you are bathing in a world of consciousness. A consciousness that is moving toward love, which
claims love.
So, what does it take to install Love in this dimension, my children? It requires conscious
shepherds, shepherds with deep, determined, real faith. Shepherds who believe in the power of
life in their hearts; who believe in the power of life that passes through them, who uses them;
who believe in the power of life to which they are connected.
So yes, today you become shepherds of love for yourself, for your family, for your friends, for
humanity because I invite you to become an even larger shepherd. A shepherd who observes the
precious heart of all humanity, of all those humans, of all those brothers and sisters who live on
this planet at the same time as us. Some of these hearts are very hurt. Some of these hearts are
revolted, angry. They have forgotten love. They have forgotten who they are!
The way you look at these hearts will awaken the love spark in them. The way you look at them
without judgment, without comparison; this welcoming look of love that recognizes the precious
heart of the consciousness that grows in this human in front of you.
This look my children, I invite you to adopt it to create, to revive the temple of rebirth in the
hearts of your brothers and sisters of the Earth. For in truth, the great life is in the process of
regaining control of this planet, of these hearts, of this life, of these kingdoms; and each one of
you today is linked to a specific ray of action, a powerful light ray that is in harmony with whom
you have been for all eternity.
You are the shepherds of the rebirth of love on this planet in this dimension, children of the light.
May this heart in you be the temple of your rebirth. May its love frequency transform all the
energies of your inner universe, all the energies of your houses, all the energies of this planet.
Because in reality, everything is connected, you are ONE in consciousness with my heart, with
the heart of the great life, with the heart of this planet.
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From now on, walk like shepherds of love, of peace, like shepherds of harmony, shepherds of
light in this world who turns its face towards the light of love! Who turns its faith, its life towards
love and light. May this consciousness inhabit you! Let it walk with you. May it grow up inside
you because we are ONE!
Know that I accompany you on your respective paths every day. I walk with you as I walked in
Galilee. As I walked in multiple lives with each one of you. You are connected with the great life
when you recognize me in the eyes, the gestures, the look of one of your brothers and sisters. So,
recognize me in yourself, recognize me in your words, in your gestures. Reconnect to the
consciousness One that I am in this world, the consciousness of love that supports life in this
dimension, on this special day for humanity, for a large part of this humanity.
Be blessed! Be blessed and be blessed!
I am Sananda, your brother forever, this brother who carries you in his heart.
Thank you!
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